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In this case report we discuss essential issue to be considered with regard to the clinical genetic testing
in the epilepsies. The identification of genes that influence risk for the epilepsies has extremely important
implications for both research and clinical practice. In a research context, information obtained may lead
to the development of new treatments targeted to specific mechanisms, or even to ways of preventing
epileptogenesis. In clinical practice, the use of genetic information can either clarify the diagnosis in people
already known or suspected to have epilepsy (diagnostic testing), or to predict onset of epilepsy in people
at risk of developing epilepsy because of a family history (predictive testing). This 8-year old girl presented
because of rapid regression in the cognitive function and had disturbed consciousness which started few
weeks before admission. History of delayed milestones, epilepsy, subtle facial dysmorphology, ataxic gait
and happy demeanor collectively raised suspicion of genetic/metabolic disorder. Genetic study discovered
a deletion involving the maternally derived chromosome 15q11 region and this deletion is associated with
Angelman Syndrome.
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Introduction:
Angelman syndrome is a neurogenetic imprinting disorder
attributable to the reduced expression of the maternally inherited
ubiquitin-protein ligase E3A gene (UBE3A) on chromosome
15. (1-4) Genetic imprinting is a process of transcription
regulation based on a specific parental inheritance pattern.
One allele on either the maternally or paternally inherited
chromosome remains active, whereas the homologous allele
inherited from the other parent is epigenetically suppressed.
A number of genes in the chromosomal 15q11.q13 region are
imprinted, including UBE3A, which exhibits imprinting in
the central nervous system. (4-8) In England during the 1960s,
pediatrician Dr. Harry Angelman identified a constellation of
neurologic and non-neurologic clinical findings shared among
three patients he had treated in the hospital at various times.
Angelman went on to publish his landmark report “‘Puppet’
Children” in 1965 with the discovery of what became known
as happy puppet syndrome. This name was based on the
described phenotype, with frequent paroxysms of laughter and
ataxic movement. This nomenclature has historical significance
but is no longer used, as the name Angelman syndrome was
introduced in 1982. (1)
Case report: Muhsen H.AG. is 8-year old girl from the North
of Iraq was admitted on November, 2015 because of increasing
frequency of seizures for two weeks before admission. She had
intellectual impairment and psychomotor delay noted since the
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infancy period. She developed epilepsy at age of 18 months and
was treated by Na Valproate which was received till age of 7
years. Four months before admission, her seizure got worsened
after a period of complete control during last 5 years, so this drug
was reduced gradually and Carbamazepine was added. Two
weeks before admission, she developed frequent seizures with
the following semiology; loss of consciousness, generalized
stiffening of the body, frothy secretion from mouth and backrolling of the eyes. Those episodes were not associated with
vomiting, loss of sphinctric control, tongue bite nor trauma.
There was no history of fever, no changes in bowel motion nor
respiratory symptoms. She had skin lesion which was nodular,
itchy scattered along the armpit and right scapular region. On
examination: the child was unconscious, lying in bed with
repetitive myoclonic jerks involving head, limbs and trunk.
She has fair complexion with blond hair and blue eyes. Subtle
facial dysmorphology (especially the prominent long jaw) was
noted. There were no palpable lymph nodes, jaundice, pallor nor
cyanosis. The chest examination showed bilateral crepitation.
Abdomen was soft and no organ was palpated. Neurological
examination revealed comatosed child during first two days
after admission. Initially cranial nerves could be assessed
roughly; she had normal eye movement without limitation,
symmetrical facial expression during pain induction, normal
pupillary size and reaction to light, fundi were normal. Tone of
the limbs were slightly increased, Deep tendon reflexes could
be elicited. After regaining consciousness, she was gradually
able to move limbs symmetrically and power was roughly
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assessed to be equal to grade four. Aggressive treatment with
anticonvulsant drugs (starting protocol for status epilepticus
with infused Phenobarbital and then Phenytoin) was started,
Na Valproate was re-inserted and Carbamazepine was
reduced gradually but in a fast manner. Also Calcium was
infused as there was reduced total serum Calcium (6.4 mg/
dl)). She regained consciousness but with unawareness of the
surrounding and wasn’t able to talk or walk but sat with very
prominent jerky movement which then declined in numbers
and severity. She was afebrile and hemodynamically stable.
Feeding was improving. Vomiting reduced, she was sleepy,
parentral anticonvulsants were changed to oral syrups. With
improving awareness, social interaction, feeding and after
reduction of the abnormal convulsive movement, she was
discharged on [Depakin syrup, 275 mg twice/day, Phenytoin
syrup 30 mg twice/day and Calicum and Vitamine D syrup,
teaspoonful twice/day]. The mother had poor antenatal care,
but uneventful pregnancy. She was a product of normal vaginal
home delivery and full term, with unremembered birth weight,
with no post-natal complications nor admission to the neonatal
care unit. Initially she was breast fed, then changed to family
ordinary food. She didn’t receive any vaccine, had no previous
surgery and no allergy to a known medication nor having
blood transfusion before, but she had a history of ear and chest
infections. She had delay in acquiring milestones, sat at thirty
six months of age, walked two months later. Family described
visual behavior which might indicate gradual impairment of

vision. Despite that delay, she is able to recognize her parents,
says Baba, Mama, follow simple instructions, and walk with
mild instability. However, the aforementioned slowly acquired
skills were lost gradually during the two months preceding
her admission. Her father is forty one - year old man, middle
school graduate and her mother is thirty five - year old woman,
a primary school graduate. They are first degree cousins. No
similar case or hereditary disorder was reported in the family.
Investigations done while in the hospital revealed CBC : Hb
12.8 g/dl , WBC 16.9 , Platelet 232,000/mm3 , total serum Ca
6.4 mg/dl, Blood urea 24 mg/dl , serum Creatinine 0.8 mg/
dl, Total serum Bilirubin 0.5 mg/dl, liver enzymes [SGOT
4 IU/L, SGPT 7 IU/L], ALP 165 IU/L . Second serum
Calcium level was 9 mg/dl. Magnetic resonance imaging of
brain was normal. Child’s morphology and clinical history
raised suspicion of Phenylketonuria (PKU) and therefore
Tandem Mass Spectrometry was sent for and it was normal.
Electroencephalogram was done repetitive epileptiform
discharges was seen which indicated status epilepticus (Fig 2).
Angelman Syndrome was suspected clinically and genetic test
was sent to Germany. By Methylations-Specific MLPA (MS –
MLPA), a heterozygous deletion of the PWS/AS region (chr
15q 11) of chromosome 15 and complete loss of mythelation
of 15q11 imprinting region were found. These results suggest
that the deletion involved the maternally derived 15q11 region
and this deletion is associated with Angelman Syndrome.

Fig (1): Facial appearance of the 8 - year old child with Angleman Syndrome. Fair complexion, blond hair and subtle
dysmorphic features like prominent jaw (prognathism), pointed chin, broad and flat nose, broad forehead, long face,
happy and smiling demeanor.
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Fig 2: (A) first electroencephalography showed long runs of generalized slow spike – wave activity in a status epilepticus
manner, repeated throughout the record with generalized distribution. (B+C) improvement in the EEG findings while
the patient was receiving increased dosages of Antiepileptic drugs.
Discussion:
Up to our knowledge, that was the first time that physicians in
Iraq and namely pediatric neurologists, are being able to change
the label “clinical suspicion” into confirmed diagnosis by the
aid of genetic tests. Many children patients are encountered
daily in the Children Welfare Teaching Hospital on inpatient
or outpatient settings, presenting because of neurological
features that necessitate detailed approach by history, general,
systemic and neurological examination and laboratory tests.
Yet, significant percentage of those patients is labeled as
clinically suspicious disorders because of lack or inaccurate
investigations that are necessary for the confirmation of the
diagnosis. Patients with delayed milestones (psychomotor
delay or regression) and epileptic disorders are one kind of
problems faced by the pediatric neurologists in terms of
reaching confirmed diagnosis. Since the beginning of 2015,
genetic tests became obtainable to a certain degree and few
cases were sent for since then. Our patient and her family were
very lucky to present in this era of having genetic tests. In
clinical practice, positive diagnostic testing results can clarify
the diagnosis, provide important prognostic or treatment
information and possibly save the patient and the family
from expensive and uncomfortable or even invasive tests.
(9)
Some patients might be relieved or comforted to have a
genetic explanation for their seizures or those of their family
members. Either a positive or a negative test result could have
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implications for reproductive decisions. With regard to the
predictive testing, a negative test result can relieve anxiety and
reduce the need for monitoring to detect seizures. A positive
test result is likely to raise anxiety but could also enable a
person to prepare for possible onset of seizures, and possibly
take precautions to prevent accidents in case seizure onset
should occur. It could also guide clinicians regarding the need
for further investigations when seizures begin, depending on
the clinical setting. In the future, prophylactic medication
could theoretically be considered in some cases (although
this approach has not been tested). On the other hand, genetic
testing also has potential harmful effects; it can contribute to
psychological distress, adverse labeling and discrimination
in health insurance, life insurance and employment. The
identification of genetic etiology could affect the family
communication dynamics and social relationships. (9) Four
genotypic mechanisms that confer the Angelman syndrome
phenotype are currently known, the most common (68%)
involves a microdeletion of the 15q11.2-13.1 region. (10) The
majority of these deletions occurs de novo, and demonstrates
a very low recurrence rate. Mutation of the maternal UBE3A
gene, comprise the second most common genotype (12%). (11)
These cases, in contrast to the deletion cohort, exhibit up to a
50% recurrence rate. (5,11,12) Paternal uniparental disomy, results
from the inheritance of two paternal copies of chromosome 15
(7%), typically in the setting of a somatic segregation error or,
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much less frequently, with Robertsonian translocation. (5,10,13)
Recurrence is quite low (<1%) in cases of non-Robertsonian
uniparental disomy. (5) The fourth Angelman syndrome
genotype, an imprinting defect, is also quite rare (2-4%). (5) In
these cases, despite biparental inheritance, the maternal allele
is suppressed, secondary to aberrant methylation. Imprinting
defects can occur via one of two primary mechanisms, i.e.,
a deletion within the imprinting center of chromosome 15
upstream of UBE3A, or more commonly through a primary
epimutation. (5,10) Imprinting center deletions can recur in up to
50% of siblings. (5) Children with AS have a distinct phenotype
that consists of developmental delay, microbrachycephaly,
widely-spaced teeth, and prominent mandible. They have
profound language delay with minimal or no speech. There are
jerky, ataxic gait with raised arms and distinctive behavioral
phenotype consists of hyperactivity, and happy smiling
demeanor. Seizures can be difficult to control in some children.
(14)
Seizures can be severe, myoclonic, tonic-clonic, atonic
and absences. (15) Electroencephalogram results are almost
universally abnormal for individuals with Angelman syndrome.
(16,17)
Common background abnormalities include intermittent
rhythmic delta waves (84%), Intermittent rhythmic θ waves
(44%), and posterior dominant rhythm slowing (44%). (17) Not
uncommonly, individuals with Angelman syndrome manifest
prolonged seizures. The prevalence of status epilepticus
has been reported at up to 91%, and is often recurrent. (18,19)
Nonconvulsive status epilepticus is more common than
convulsive status epilepticus, and may be clinically described
in a variety of ways, including reduced alertness, atypical
absence status, atonic head drops, or erratic myoclonic
movements. (20,18,21,22,19,23) Myoclonic status is characterized by
long, recurrent periods of myoclonus with a clinical correlate
of impaired attention and complex movements. (24) Although
uncommon in the Angelman syndrome population, 37-51%
of reported cases with myoclonic status and nonprogressive
encephalopathy have occurred in individuals with Angelman
syndrome. (24,25) Electrical status epilepticus of sleep, was also
described in one Angelman syndrome case report. (26) Seizures
in Angelman syndrome are often refractory to medications, and
are clinically challenging to manage. Only 23% of individuals
have been shown to respond to either their first or second
medication, and 47-77% required combination therapy. (27,28,29)
An electronic questionnaire-based study conducted through the
Angelman Syndrome Foundation assessed epilepsy treatment in
461 subjects. (28) Valproate was the most frequently prescribed
medication, as reported by 62% of the cohort. Each of several
additional medications was used by 20-34% of the cohort:
clonazepam, phenobarbital, topiramate, carbamazepine,
lamotrigine, and levetiracetam. Dietary therapies, including
the ketogenic diet and low glycemic index treatment, have
produced promising results for individuals with Angelman
syndrome. (28,18,30) Children with Angelman syndrome should
not experience developmental regression. Thus, any child who
clinically presents with a loss of previously obtained skills
should be evaluated for an exacerbation of seizure activity
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or other systemic pathology. (1) Symptomatic treatment is
needed like physiotherapy, education, management of sleep
disorders, treatment of epilepsy as aforementioned. (31) The
diagnosis of AS is established in a proband who meets the
consensus clinical diagnostic criteria and /or who has findings
on molecular genetic testing that suggest deficient expression
or function of the maternally inherited UBE3A allele. DNA
methylation analysis is typically the first test ordered which
identifies 80% of individuals with AS. If DNA methylation
analysis is normal, testing UBE3A by sequencing analysis is
performed first to detect pathogenic variant. If this cannot be
identified, then testing gene-target deletion/duplication analysis
or testing multi-gene panel if this individual with AS features
has normal DNA methylation analysis. If both single gene
testing or multi-gene testing have not confirmed a diagnosis,
then more comprehensive genomic testing (if available) like
Whole Exome Sequencing, Whole Genome Sequencing or
Whole Mitochondrial sequencing may be considered. (32)
Conclusion:
Suspicion of genetic disorders encountered in the epilepsy
setting, by pediatric neurologist ought to be raised in presence
of certain features. The identification of genes that influence
risk for the epilepsies has extremely important implications for
clinical practice; both as diagnostic and predictive techniques,
thus availability of the main genetic testing and knowing how
to approach to them become essential.
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